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If the pace of increase in life expectancy in developed countries over the past two centuries continues through the 21st century, most babies born since 2000 in France, Germany, Italy, the UK, and other countries with long life expectancies will celebrate their 100th birthdays. Although trends differ between countries, populations of nearly all such countries are ageing as a result of low fertility, low immigration, and long lives. A key question is: are increases in life expectancy accompanied by a concurrent postponement of functional limitations and disability? The answer is still open, but research suggests that ageing processes are modifiable and that people are living longer without severe disability. This finding, together with technological and medical development and redistribution of work, will be important for our chances to meet the challenges of ageing populations.

Introduction

The remarkable gain of about 30 years in life expectancy in western Europe, the USA, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand—and even larger gains in Japan and some western European countries, such as Spain and Italy—stands out as one of the most important accomplishments of the 20th century. According to the Human Mortality Database, death rates in life-expectancy leaders such as Japan, Spain, and Sweden imply that even if health conditions do not improve, three-quarters of babies will survive to celebrate their 75th birthdays. Most babies born in 2000 in countries with long-lived residents will celebrate their 100th birthdays if the present yearly growth in life expectancy continues through the 21st century (table 1). This forecast is based on the assumption that mortality before age 50 years will remain at 2006 levels. At age 50 years and older, probability of dying decreases by a rate that yields yearly improvements in period life expectancy of 0·2 years. More complex methods can be developed on the basis of the assumption that life expectancies will increase linearly; however, such models produce similar estimates to those given in table 1.

These scenarios are projections, but we do not have to look to the future for challenges of an ageing population: the oldest-old group (aged >85 years) have over past decades been the most rapidly expanding segment of the population in developed countries. This group is also the most susceptible to disease and disability. Development of mortality, disease, and disability rates in elderly people will therefore have a fundamental effect on sustainability of modern society.

Mortality

Life expectancy is lengthening almost linearly in most developed countries, with no sign of deceleration. In 2002, Oeppen and Vaupel showed that best-practice life expectancy—ie, the highest value recorded in a national population—has risen by 3 months per year since 1840 (figure 1). Data for a further 7 years have since become available, and life expectancy keeps rising. In the record-holding country, Japan, female life expectancy was 86·0 years in 2007, surpassing the 85-year limit to human life expectancy that was proposed by Fries in 1980, and later elaborated on by Olshansky and colleagues. Although with lower life expectancies than that of Japan, most developed countries have had similar yearly increases in life expectancy since 1950 (figure 1). The linear increase in record life expectancy for more than 165 years does not suggest a looming limit to human lifespan. If life expectancy were approaching a limit, some deceleration of progress would probably occur. Continued progress in the longest living populations suggests that we are not close to a limit, and further rise in life expectancy seems likely.

Life-expectancy improvements over the past 165 years were not propelled by uniform reductions in mortality at all ages. Until the 1920s, improvements in infant and childhood survival contributed most to the increase in record life expectancies. After successful combating of infectious diseases at young ages, gains in record life expectancy were fuelled by progress at older ages (table 2). This reduction in old-age mortality was unprecedented and unexpected. Since the 1950s, and especially since the 1970s, mortality at ages 80 years and older has continued to fall, in some countries even at an accelerating pace.
Data from more than 30 developed countries\textsuperscript{26} showed that in 1950 the probability of survival from age 80 years to 90 years was on average 15\textendash16% for women and 12% for men. In 2002, these values were 37% and 25%. Even in the country with the lowest probability (the Czech Republic), the situation improved remarkably. In Japan—which is the country with residents having the best chances of survival—the probability of surviving from age 80 years to 90 years now exceeds 50% for women. Figure 2 plots the probabilities of survival to their next birthday of people who lived to age 80 or 90 years in seven large developed countries.\textsuperscript{27} With a few exceptions, mortality generally keeps falling in all selected countries for both sexes at both ages. In 1950, about one in ten 80-year-old women died before their 81st birthdays. About 50 years later, this number was typically less than one in 20. In Japan, it was less than 3%. Male mortality was also halved. The probability of dying for men aged 80 years in the early 1950s was about 14%, and only about 7% half a century later. Deaths of children and young adults are rare in high-income countries. If the pace of increase in life expectancy is to continue, progress in mortality reduction needs to be made in the elderly population and oldest-old groups. A continuous decrease in mortality at old age is reported in most developed countries, but not all (figure 2).

In 1980, remaining life expectancy for people aged 80 years was higher in the USA than it was in Sweden, France, England and Wales, and Japan. Manton and Vaupel suggested that elderly Americans were receiving better health care than were elderly citizens of other developed countries.\textsuperscript{28} However, through the 1980s and 1990s, mortality improvements stagnated for US women (figure 2), not only for the oldest-old population but also for younger elderly people. This stagnation was not due to immigration, because survival of US women is largely unaffected by place of birth. Wang and Preston\textsuperscript{29} investigated the relation between cohort smoking patterns and adult mortality, and reported that smoking accounts for important anomalies in the recent age and sex pattern of mortality change in the USA. They concluded that because of reductions in smoking that have already occurred, mortality could decrease much faster than was previously projected.

Smoking also seems to be the main underlying reason for divergent trends in Denmark. In the 1950s, mean life expectancy in Denmark was among the highest in the world, a position that was maintained until around 1980, when an extended period of stagnation began, which was most pronounced for women. Denmark’s position fell from third rank of 20 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries in the 1950s to rank 17 for men and 20 for women at the beginning of the new millennium; life expectancy was 3 years lower than in neighbouring Sweden. Cause-specific mortality and morbidity data suggest that the Danish stagnation was caused by lifestyle factors, especially smoking.\textsuperscript{30,31}

Analysis of life disparity in Denmark shows that slowing of progress in reduction of differentials in lifespans occurred at about the same time as did slowing of progress in increasing life expectancy—ie, Danish life expectancy might have stagnated, at least in part, because inequalities in health-related factors did not fall in the 1970s and 1980s. Differing lifespans among Danes are attributable in part to differences in smoking behaviour. Generally, countries that have the least disparity in lifespans are those that enjoy the longest life expectancies.

The new demography of low fertility and, to an even greater extent, low mortality\textsuperscript{32} produces population ageing. Figure 3 summarises the change in age structure of the German population in the half century up to 2006 and the next half century.\textsuperscript{33} Because of Germany’s losses in the two World Wars, the panel for 1956 is jagged. About one person in ten was aged 65 years or older in Germany in the mid-1950s. Only 1\textendash3% of the population were aged 80 years or older. 50 years later, the proportion of people aged 65 years and older almost doubled (19%), and the proportion of octogenarians, nonagenarians, and centenarians more than tripled (4\textendash4%). On the assumption of a constant total fertility rate that is slightly higher than at present, more immigration than on average during the past 10 years, and the low scenario for increase in life expectancy, the age structure of the German population in 2050 will be substantially older and smaller than it is nowadays. Future trends in morbidity and disability rates will be crucial determinants of societies’ ability to meet the challenges of population ageing.

**Health**

Because health is a multidimensional notion, several indicators are needed to capture trends. On the basis of Verbrugge and Jette’s\textsuperscript{34} framework, health deterioration can be described by risk factors that lead to diseases and conditions that can cause loss of function, and, dependent on the environmental context, can result in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2000</th>
<th>2001</th>
<th>2002</th>
<th>2003</th>
<th>2004</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are ages in years. Baseline data were obtained from the Human Mortality Database and refer to the total population of the respective countries.

**Table 1: Oldest age at which at least 50% of a birth cohort is still alive in eight countries**
disability. To assess trends in health, investigators have to analyse trends in these different levels of health, bearing in mind that different indicators show different phases of the disease and disability processes, and thus might follow different trends. Studies of health trends are complex because (1) indicators of morbidity, functional limitations, and disability have been applied inconsistently; (2) study designs, participation rates, and wording of questions have changed over time; and (3) institutional populations are excluded from many health surveys despite the burden this population places on health-care systems and despite changes in institutionalisation rates.

We focus on trends and patterns in highly developed industrial countries, which have the most complete data for developments in health, despite difficulties with trend assessment. In view of the discussion by Vallin and Meslé about convergences and divergences in health transition and mortality, we expect similar trends in these countries, with the addition, however, of latecomers and forerunners.

**Disease**

The prevalence of diseases in the elderly population has generally increased over time. Most survey data are based on self-reported morbidity. Although self-reported data are often assumed to underestimate true prevalence, investigators report higher prevalences in a Dutch population of diabetes mellitus, cardiac disease, lower-back complaints, and asthma on the basis of self-reports than of medical records. However, increasing trends have generally been shown for both self-reports and medical records. These trends might partly show improved medical knowledge and health-service use in elderly people, without changes in underlying conditions. For instance, initially silent diseases, such as type 2 diabetes, hypertension, and some cancers, now get diagnosed earlier and receive better treatment than they did previously. This progress leads to a longer period of morbidity, but with an improved functional status.

A rise in prevalence of chronic diseases, including heart disease, arthritis, and diabetes, was recorded in elderly people between the 1980s and 1990s in the USA, 12 OECD countries, the Netherlands, and Sweden. Increases in pain and psychological distress, general fatigue, dizziness, leg ulcers, heart problems, hypertension, and musculoskeletal pain, and worsening lung function have been reported for the elderly population in Sweden between 1991 and 2002. Reports suggest a general increase in multiple symptoms, although in the Netherlands improvements have been noted for some diseases—eg, prevalences of cardiac disease, asthma, osteoarthritis, depression based on family doctors’ registers, and lower-back complaints.

Total cancer incidence has been rising, mainly because of population ageing, but also because of some cancers, such as prostate cancer in men, lung and breast cancer in women, and colorectal cancer and melanoma in both sexes. The most consistent decrease in Europe was noted for gastric and cervical cancers and male lung cancer. Survival rates for cancer have generally increased. Reduced exposure to carcinogens (eg, tobacco smoke), earlier diagnosis, and therapeutic improvements account for part of this change, but overall the distribution of cancer has shifted towards less aggressive cancers, with the notable exception of lung cancer in women.

An increase in disease and chronic conditions has been reported in people aged 65–69 years; for example, in arthritis and chronic airways obstructions in the UK. At working ages in the USA, rises have been noted for asthma, chronic bronchitis, diabetes, congestive heart failure, and arthritis. A comparison of baby boomers—ie, people born during the post-World War 2 baby boom,
between 1946, and 1966, dependent on country—with the preceding cohort reveals fewer musculoskeletal conditions, but an increase in cardiovascular disease, lung problems, and diabetes.

The rise in prevalence of cardiovascular disease is thought to result from disparate trends in mortality versus incidence. Cardiovascular mortality fell more than did incidence of cardiovascular disease. Data for stroke incidence is mixed. Results of four studies showed increasing stroke incidence from the 1970s to the 1980s, five showed decreasing incidence from the late 1970s to the 1990s, and eight showed no change. High prevalence of cardiovascular disease could be due to increased duration of time lived with the disease, potentially because of improved medical care, and possibly early diagnosis.

Obesity is a widely discussed risk factor that threatens improvements in health. It has been increasing in almost all populations, with an estimated 3·8% per year average rise in people aged 65 years or older during the 1990s in the Netherlands, closely followed by the year average rise in people aged 65 years or older during the 1980s, five showed decreasing incidence from the late 1970s to the 1990s, and eight showed no change. Obesity is related to various poor health outcomes, including raised risk of diabetes, arthritis, and stroke. The number of diabetes cases, even if prevalence of obesity remains stable until 2030, is estimated to more than double worldwide because of population ageing, with the largest rise in people aged 65 years and older.

Functional limitations and disability

Improvements in mobility measured by single indices have been reported by many investigators in the USA. The yearly rate of improvement is typically around 1%. In Spain, between 1986 and 1999, improvements were reported on the basis of the Rosow-Breslau scale of items pertaining to stooping or kneeling, reaching or extending arms, pulling or pushing large objects, and handling or picking up of small objects. A similar trend in the USA from the late 1970s to the late 1990s was reported in the Framingham Heart Study. In Japan, in the 10 years from 1993 to 2002, the prevalence of functional limitations did not change at ages 66 years and older, with the exception of 16–17% improvements in stooping, lifting, and the holding of significant cognitive impairment, and increasing mortality in those with cognitive impairment. A fall in prevalence of dementia is reported for Australia between 1998 and 2003, whereas data for Japan (1998–2004) and Sweden (1988–2004) suggest an increase.

Table 2: Age-specific contributions to the increase in record life expectancy in women from 1850 to 2007

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0–14 years</td>
<td>62·13%</td>
<td>54·75%</td>
<td>30·99%</td>
<td>29·72%</td>
<td>11·20%</td>
<td>5·93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15–49 years</td>
<td>29·09%</td>
<td>31·55%</td>
<td>37·64%</td>
<td>17·70%</td>
<td>6·47%</td>
<td>4·67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–64 years</td>
<td>5·34%</td>
<td>9·32%</td>
<td>18·67%</td>
<td>16·27%</td>
<td>24·29%</td>
<td>10·67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65–79 years</td>
<td>3·17%</td>
<td>4·44%</td>
<td>12·72%</td>
<td>28·24%</td>
<td>40·57%</td>
<td>37·22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;80 years</td>
<td>0·27%</td>
<td>−0·06%</td>
<td>−0·03%</td>
<td>8·07%</td>
<td>17·47%</td>
<td>41·51%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data derived from reference 12 and the Human Mortality Database.

Little is known about trends in cognitive function and dementia. Freedman and colleagues report a reduction in cognitive impairment in the mid-1990s in the USA. However, these results were contested by Rodgers and coworkers using the same data with adjustments for learning effects and some methodological issues. Manton and colleagues report a fall in severe cognitive impairment of 55% in men and 45% in women between 1982 and 1999, mainly because of a decrease in incidence of mixed dementia but not Alzheimer’s disease. Langa and co-workers reported a compression of cognitive morbidity between 1993 and 2004, in Americans aged 70 years or older, with a decreasing number of people reaching a threshold of significant cognitive impairment, and increasing mortality in those with cognitive impairment. A fall in prevalence of dementia is reported for Australia between 1998 and 2003, whereas data for Japan (1998–2004) and Sweden (1988–2004) suggest an increase.

Table 3 shows yearly changes in mobility, based on indicators that are geared toward the highest level of physical functioning, such as walking and climbing.
stairs. Large improvements are reported for Spain, the USA, and the Netherlands, smaller gains for Finland, and stagnation for Japan. In northern Europe there was stagnation, but improvements were reported in southern Europe.

Disability is usually measured by a set of items on self-reported limitations with severity of disability ranked by the number of positively answered items. Disabilities in activities of daily living (ADL) show dependence of an individual on others, with need for assistance in daily life. The activities of feeding, dressing, bathing or showering, transferring from bed and chair, and continence are central to self-care and are called basic ADL. Disability in instrumental ADL refers to disabilities affecting a broad range of activities, such as telephone use, shopping, housekeeping, preparation of food, doing laundry, use of various types of transport, handling of drugs, and management of finances. Some international surveys use only a short general question on being hampered or disabled.

Increasing evidence exists that disability prevalence, measured by these indices, has been falling (table 4). During the 1980s and 1990s, reductions in disability have been reported as 0.4–2.7% per year. Parker and Thorslund conclude that most ADL indices are improving, although some evidence is mixed, and that indices for instrumental ADL are mostly improving or stagnating. National datasets have often reported conflicting evidence about severe forms of personal-care disability, such as limitations of bathing, dressing, and moving. Taking into account differing wording, sampling strategies, and inclusion of institutional populations in four US health surveys, a general reduction of 1.0–2.5% per year is evident in the community-based elderly population with reported difficulties with ADL. A series of studies, some in populations with the highest reported life expectancies, have lent support to this evidence.

In Japan, between 1993 and 2002, six of ten indices for ADL and instrumental ADL improved substantially after adjustment for age. Deterioration was mainly in disabilities affecting instrumental ADL. The proportion of people reporting any disability fell by 4.4% per year. For a general disability question about being hampered or disabled, a large yearly fall of 5.5% between 1991 and

Figure 2: Probability of dying for elderly men and women in selected countries from 1950 to 2003
(A) Women aged 80 years. (B) Men aged 80 years. (C) Women aged 90 years. (D) Men aged 90 years. Data from reference 27.
1992, and between 2002 and 2003, was reported for France, after a smaller fall of 1.6% in the previous decade. Changes in survey design, methods of data collection, and exact wording of the question might have caused acceleration of the trend in the later period.

Two studies in Spain had contradictory results—ie, large yearly reductions of about 10% in prevalence of disabilities affecting ADL, and a worsening of an index of basic ADL by 0.5% for men and 1.9% for women per year, in the presence of strong improvements in functional limitations. Finland benefited from large reductions in risk disability affecting basic ADL. Between 1993 and 1995, and 2001 and 2003, the index decreased yearly by 6.3% for women and 5.1% for men. Small improvements are documented for the Netherlands and the USA. Contrary to the results of most studies, increases in disabilities affecting ADL and functional limitations are reported for elderly Swedish people, starting from the mid 1990s after decreases between the 1980s and 1990s. Disabilities affecting ADL and instrumental ADL might be increasing in young old people in the UK and in baby boomers in the USA.

**Health expectancies**

Health expectancies combine information about life expectancy and prevalence of good health, and thus directly address whether the period of morbidity or disability at the end of life is shortening or lengthening. Dependent on the measure of health, several health expectancies can be estimated: disease-free health expectancy, life expectancy in perceived good health, and disability-free life expectancy. Trends in these three measures differ. Life years with morbidity have been increasing in parallel with the increase in some diseases and conditions. Life years in good self-perceived health have been generally rising, whereas trends in life years with disability have evolved differently dependent on severity of disability: a decrease for the most severe levels of disability and an increase for the least severe levels. Additionally, several one-country studies exist, but comparative analysis has been hampered by scarcity of harmonised long-term surveys that include health measures.

The European Health Expectancy Monitoring Unit is developing a common indicator of disability-free life expectancy named healthy life years (HLY). Time trends are available for 14 European countries between 1995 and 2003. People whose answers to the European Community Household Panel question “Are you hampered in your daily activities by any physical or mental health problem, illness or disability?” were “moderate” or “severe” are defined as disabled. On the basis of this measure,
Review


differences in HLY in European countries are large. Even among countries with similar yearly rates of increase in life expectancy, some countries show a rise (men: Austria, Belgium, Italy, Finland, Germany; women: Belgium, Italy, Sweden), others stagnation (men: France, Greece, Ireland, Spain; women: Austria, Denmark, UK, Finland, France, Spain, UK) or reduction (men: Denmark, Portugal, Netherlands, Sweden, UK; women: Germany, Greece, Ireland, Netherlands, Portugal) in the proportion of life spent disability-free at ages 65 years and older.

Inequalities in HLY are even larger if all 25 countries of the EU are considered: at age 50 years the range is 14·5 years in men, and 13·7 years in women. A metaregression with various macro-level indicators that cover the broad areas of wealth and expenditure, labour-force participation, and number of years of education shows that gross domestic product and expenditure on care for elderly people were positively associated with HLYs at age 50 years for both sexes, whereas for men only long-term employment was negatively and life-long learning positively associated. A series of studies have reported larger improvements in disability-free life expectancy than in life expectancy. A comparison of four health surveys in France concludes that gains in life expectancy over recent decades might have added years with moderate difficulties but not years with severe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Length of follow-up (years)</th>
<th>Institutional population included</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Yearly change (age-adjusted)</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1987–2001<sup>88</sup> Netherlands >55 14 No 2708–3474 Men: walking up stairs, carrying 5–10 kg, lifting object while standing, walking 400 m -4.86% 0.05
| 1987–2001<sup>88</sup> Netherlands >55 14 No 2708–3474 Women: walking up stairs, carrying 5–10 kg, lifting object while standing, walking 400 m -3.64% 0.05
| 1986–1999<sup>89</sup> Spain >65 13 Part 750 192 men Walking up stairs, walking out of house, chairfast, bedfast, serious difficulty standing up or getting out of bed or chair -3.56% ..
| 1986–1999<sup>89</sup> Spain >65 13 Part 1 323 261 women Walking up stairs, walking out of house, chairfast, bedfast, serious difficulty standing up or getting out of bed or chair -2.57% ..
| 1991/2–1996/97<sup>90</sup> UK 65–69 5 Yes 689–687 Walking up stairs, chairfast, bedfast, serious difficulty standing up or getting out of bed or chair 5.00% 0.09
| 1985/89–1993/99<sup>91</sup> Finland 65–79 8 Yes, but under-represented 2213–2911 Men: use of stairs -1.70% ..
| 1985/89–1993/99<sup>91</sup> Finland 65–79 8 Yes, but under-represented 2213–2911 Women: use of stairs -0.52% ..
| 1985/89–1993/99<sup>91</sup> Finland 65–79 8 Yes, but under-represented 2251–2934 Men: use of stairs -1.20% ..
| 1985/89–1993/99<sup>91</sup> Finland 65–79 8 Yes, but under-represented 2251–2934 Women: use of stairs -1.20% ..
| 1993–2002<sup>92</sup> Japan >66 9 No 1786–2391 Walking 200–300 m -1.47% ns
| 1993–2002<sup>92</sup> Japan >66 9 No 1786–2391 Standing -0.37% ns
| 1993–2002<sup>92</sup> Japan >66 9 No 1786–2391 Walking up stairs -1.83% ns
| 1993–2002<sup>92</sup> Japan >66 9 No 1786–2391 Use of stairs or walking -1.74% ns
| 1988–2000<sup>93</sup> Europe >70 12 No 3496 Men: moving outdoors, walking up stairs, walking 400 m, carrying 5 kg -0.17% ns
| 1988–2000<sup>93</sup> Europe >70 12 No 3496 Women: moving outdoors, walking up stairs, walking 400 m, carrying 5 kg -0.33% ns
| 1992–2002<sup>94,95,96</sup> Sweden >77 10 Yes 537–561 Walking 100 m, walking up stairs, rising from chair, standing 4.00% 0.01
| 1977–1999<sup>97</sup> USA 79–88 22 No 177–174 Men: walking up stairs to 2nd floor -3.34% 0.01
| 1977–1999<sup>97</sup> USA 79–88 22 No 177–174 Women: walking 0·5 miles -2.62% 0.01
| 1895 cohort vs 1905 cohort<sup>79</sup> Denmark >100 10 Yes 50–78 Community-dwelling women: walking indoors -7.50% 0.01
| 1895 cohort vs 1905 cohort<sup>79</sup> Denmark >100 10 Yes 50–78 Community-dwelling women: getting outdoors -5.13% 0.01
| 1895 cohort vs 1905 cohort<sup>79</sup> Denmark >100 10 Yes 110–107 Women in institutions: walking indoors -2.67% 0.01

Calculation of yearly change based on prevalences: (last year–first year)/first year/number of years in follow-up×100. Calculation of yearly change based on odds ratio: –(1–OR)/number of years in follow-up×100.

Table 3: Studies of yearly changes in mobility-related disabilities in high-income countries

difficulties. This finding is lent support by reports from Germany and Belgium. Notably, almost all research about trends in health has been addressed to population averages that need not be typical of individual experience. Research in health has thus turned towards individual trajectories of health; application to time trends, however, is still missing. Continued improvement of health trajectories depends on improvement in elderly people, although the foundation for this progress might partly be based on enhanced living conditions and lifestyle early in life. Progress towards improvement of health is likely to depend on public health efforts to—for example, combat smoking, obesity, low levels of exercise, poor diets, and excess drinking, and to provide improved living conditions and care for elderly people with several ailments.

### Table 4: Studies of yearly changes in disabilities affecting activities of daily living in high-income countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Length of follow-up (years)</th>
<th>Institutional population included</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Yearly change (age-adjusted)</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USA 1984–1996</td>
<td>40–59</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NHS</td>
<td>Unable to attend to personal care needs: severe disability</td>
<td>1·20%</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA 1984–1996</td>
<td>40–59</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NHS</td>
<td>Unable to attend to or restricted in personal care needs: severe and moderate disability</td>
<td>1·62%</td>
<td>0·05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA 1997/98–2005/06</td>
<td>40–59</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NHS</td>
<td>ADL</td>
<td>2·17%</td>
<td>0·01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA 1997/98–2005/06</td>
<td>40–59</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NHS</td>
<td>IADL</td>
<td>-0·97%</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA 1984–1994</td>
<td>60–69</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NHS</td>
<td>Unable to attend to personal care needs: severe disability</td>
<td>-0·09%</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA 1984–1994</td>
<td>60–69</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NHS</td>
<td>Unable to attend to or restricted in personal care needs: severe and moderate disability</td>
<td>-0·31%</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK 1991/92–1996/97</td>
<td>65–69</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>689–687</td>
<td>IADL/ADL</td>
<td>6·80%</td>
<td>0·06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands 1987–2001</td>
<td>&gt;55</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>2708–3474</td>
<td>Men: ADL</td>
<td>-4·57%</td>
<td>0·05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands 1987–2001</td>
<td>&gt;55</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>2708–3474</td>
<td>Women: ADL</td>
<td>-4·29%</td>
<td>0·05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain 1993–1999</td>
<td>&gt;64</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1283</td>
<td>ADL</td>
<td>-9·54%</td>
<td>0·05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France 1980/81–1992/93</td>
<td>&gt;65</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>Being hampered or disabled</td>
<td>-1·60%</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands 1987–2001</td>
<td>&gt;55</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>2708–3474</td>
<td>Men: ADL</td>
<td>-4·57%</td>
<td>0·05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands 1987–2001</td>
<td>&gt;55</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>2708–3474</td>
<td>Women: ADL</td>
<td>-4·29%</td>
<td>0·05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain 1982–1994</td>
<td>&gt;65</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NLTCS</td>
<td>ADL low disability levels</td>
<td>-0·90%</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA 1994–2004/05</td>
<td>&gt;65</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NLTCS</td>
<td>ADL high disability levels</td>
<td>-1·70%</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA 1994–2004/05</td>
<td>&gt;65</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NLTCS</td>
<td>ADL high disability levels</td>
<td>-1·40%</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA 1986–1999</td>
<td>&gt;65</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Part</td>
<td>750–192 men</td>
<td>ADL and function</td>
<td>-3·97%</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA 1986–1999</td>
<td>&gt;65</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Part</td>
<td>1 232–261 women</td>
<td>ADL and function</td>
<td>-3·29%</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA 1986–1999</td>
<td>&gt;65</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Part</td>
<td>750–192</td>
<td>Men: BADL</td>
<td>0·50%</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland 1993/95–2001/03</td>
<td>65–84</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1972–1905</td>
<td>Women: BADL</td>
<td>1·92%</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland 1993/95–2001/03</td>
<td>65–84</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1972–1905</td>
<td>Men: BADL</td>
<td>-6·25%</td>
<td>0·05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain 1991–2002</td>
<td>&gt;70</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>537–561</td>
<td>IADL</td>
<td>-7·20%</td>
<td>0·03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland 1977–1999</td>
<td>79–88</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>537–561</td>
<td>ADL</td>
<td>0·70%</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France 1895 cohort vs 1905 cohort</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>162–189</td>
<td>Women: BADL</td>
<td>-1·19%</td>
<td>0·01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark 1895 cohort vs 1905 cohort</td>
<td>&gt;77</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>537–561</td>
<td>IADL</td>
<td>-0·70%</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA 1995–2004</td>
<td>&gt;75</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1283 (all waves)</td>
<td>ADL</td>
<td>-1·46%</td>
<td>0·01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA 1995–2004</td>
<td>&gt;75</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1283 (all waves)</td>
<td>IADL</td>
<td>1·06%</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden 1992–2002</td>
<td>&gt;77</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>372–374</td>
<td>ADL</td>
<td>-2·43%</td>
<td>0·00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark 1895 cohort vs 1905 cohort</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>162–189</td>
<td>Women: BADL</td>
<td>-1·19%</td>
<td>0·01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark 1895 cohort vs 1905 cohort</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>45–36</td>
<td>Men: BADL</td>
<td>0·61%</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Calculation of yearly change based on prevalences: (last year–first year)/first year/number of years in follow-up x100. Calculation of yearly change based on odds ratio: –(1–OR)/number of years in follow-up x100. Positive values show an increase in disability. Negative values show a reduction in disability. NHS=National Health Interview Survey. ns=not significant. ADL=activities of daily living. IADL=instrumental activities of daily living. NLTCS=National Long Term Care Survey. BADL=basic activities of daily living.
Although mortality is higher for men than for women at all ages, women have more functional limitations and more difficulties with ADL and instrumental ADL. For women compared with men, both incidence and prevalence of limitations are higher at all ages. The male advantage has been substantiated by results of physical performance tests up to the highest ages, and is larger in nonagenarians and centenarians than in octogenarians. Sex differences in morbid conditions and diseases are more complex. For example, the increase in incidence of coronary heart disease starts about 10 years earlier in men than in women, but the male-female gap decreases after age 60 years and is small after 80 years. Women tend to have more reported symptoms, more non-life-threatening diseases, and more physical and psychological symptoms. The most common explanations of the health disadvantage of women pertain to differences in biology between men and women, illness and health behaviour and reporting, physicians’ diagnostic patterns, and health-care access, treatment, and use.

Time trends in disability and functional limitations usually apply to both sexes. With respect to disability affecting ADL or instrumental ADL, studies for the Netherlands, Spain, Finland, and Europe report larger reductions for women than for men, whereas in the USA equal trends are reported, although for mobility limitations men generally fared better than did women.

Consequences of mortality, disease, and disability
Are we living not only longer, but also better? Most evidence for people aged younger than 85 years suggests postponement of limitations and disabilities, despite an increase in chronic diseases and conditions. This apparent contradiction is at least partly accounted for by early diagnosis, improved treatment, and amelioration of prevalent diseases so that they are less disabling. An estimated 14–22% of the overall fall in disability can be attributed to reductions in disabilities associated with cardiovascular diseases. Trends in disability might also show underlying trends in other domains. The rising use of assistive technology and improvements in housing standards, public transport, accessibility of buildings, changes in social policies, shifting gender roles, and the social perception of disability also might have contributed to loosening of the link between disease and functional limitation or disability. Finally, increasing levels of educational attainment and income in elderly people, improved living and workplace conditions, reduced poverty, changes in marital status towards a rising proportion of couples in elderly people, and improvements in early childhood conditions might have contributed to the fall in disability. Hence, people aged younger than 85 years are living longer and, on the whole, are able to manage their daily activities for longer than were previous cohorts.

For people aged older than 85 years, the situation is less clear. Data are sparse and widespread concern exists that exceptional longevity has grim results both for individuals and for societies. The failure of success hypothesis states that a cohort with a rising proportion of individuals surviving to some late age will have increased disease and disability at that age. The alternative hypothesis is that exceptionally old people generally enjoy the success of success—ie, increases in the proportion of the population surviving to the highest ages are accompanied by concurrent postponements of physical and cognitive disability.

Data for exceptionally old people are few and inconsistent. Comparisons between centenarians from the Danish 1895–96 and 1905 cohorts suggest that although nearly 50% more people from the 1905 cohort reached age 100 years than did people in the 1895–96 cohort, no increase was reported in physical or cognitive disability level and, on the contrary, some improvement was detected for women. This finding is in agreement with research in young-elderly people (aged younger than 85 years) showing that prevalence of disability is decreasing and that individuals are not only living longer than they did in previous years, but also have improved functional states in successive cohorts because of prevention of disease and disabilities in addition to treatments and environmental changes compensating for consequences of disease.

Other researchers have reported less encouraging results for exceptionally old people. Data from Japan, the country with the highest proportion of people surviving to age 100 years, suggest that more recent cohorts of Japanese centenarians have worse health than did previous cohorts. Cross-country and cross-sex comparisons also suggest that increased survival to the highest ages is associated with worse health: Danish centenarians have worse physical function than do Chinese centenarians, and female centenarians have worse function than do male centenarians. These findings are consistent with the common view in clinical medicine and among some gerontologists that the substantial rise in proportion of exceptionally long-lived individuals in successive birth cohorts is the result of help given to an increasing proportion of frail and ill people into advanced old age, with huge personal and societal costs.

Even paediatric progress has generated worry. Gruenberg suggested that survival of frail children could lead to a geriatric failure of paediatric success. However, on the basis of analyses of US trends in self-reported health, Waidmann asserted that there was an illusion of failure: mortality reduction did not necessarily mean worsening of health in the population. Whether continued increases in survival to exceptionally-old age will lead to a failure of success or a success of success in the health of the oldest-old population remains to be seen.
Traditionally, man has three major periods of life: childhood, adulthood, and old age. Old age is now evolving into two segments, a third age (young old) and a fourth age (oldest old). Some students of ageing have asserted that the prospects for healthy longevity are poor.\textsuperscript{2,10,13} For example, Baltes and Smith\textsuperscript{39} envisioned that in the third age, functioning and dignity are usually conserved, whereas the fourth age will generally be characterised by vulnerability, with little identity, psychological autonomy, and personal control. The expectation is that developments will lead to an increasing number of individuals in successive birth cohorts reaching their tenth and 11th decades in frail states of health, with many existing in a vegetative state. In other words, exceptional longevity within a cohort is expected to lead to exceptional levels of oldest-old disability.

This hypothesis was tested in the Danish 1905 Cohort Survey, which longitudinally assessed the entire Danish 1905 cohort from 1998 to 2005.\textsuperscript{14} In the aggregate, this cohort had only a small reduction in the proportion of independent individuals at four assessments between age 92 and 100 years: 39%, 36%, 32%, and 33%—a nearly constant proportion of individuals in the cohort were independent over the 7–8 years of follow-up. However, participants who survived until 2005, prevalence of independence fell by more than a factor of two—from 70% in 1998 to 33% in 2005. Similar results were obtained for other functional outcomes, such as grip strength, cognitive composite score, and symptoms of depression. Additional analyses of missing data due to death and non-response suggest that the discrepancy between population trajectory and individual trajectory is due to increased mortality in dependent individuals. Frail and disabled people die first, leaving the most robust in the cohort. Hence, overall characteristics of the cohort remain nearly unchanged.

The finding that 30–40% of a contemporary cohort of nonagenarians is independent from age 92–100 years might also be valid beyond age 100 years. In a study of 32 US supercentenarians (age 110–119 years), about 40% needed little assistance or were independent,\textsuperscript{15} suggesting that supercentenarians are not more disabled than are people aged 92 years. These studies do not accord with the prediction that the fourth age for man is in a vegetative state. On the contrary, findings suggest that the characteristics of a cohort do not change much between ages 92 and 100 years (and maybe even 119 years) in central domains, such as physical and cognitive functions.

The levelling off in disability level for a cohort at the highest ages suggests that care costs per individual do not increase in the tenth and 11th decades of life. Lubitz and colleagues\textsuperscript{16} showed that the expected cumulative lifetime health expenditures for individuals in good health at age 70 years were not greater than were expenditures for less healthy people, despite greater longevity of healthier elderly people. Thus, health promotion efforts aimed at people aged 65 years and younger might improve health and longevity of elderly people without increasing health expenditure. Individuals who survive longest have a health profile that is, in many respects, similar to that of individuals who are a decade or so younger. This finding suggests that most individuals can expect to deteriorate physically before death, but postponement of this process enables people to live to advanced ages without great disability.

Population ageing poses severe challenges for the traditional social welfare state. An often-used indicator is the old-age dependency ratio, which divides the number of people at retirement ages (>65 years) by the number of people at working ages (15–64 years). In Germany in 1956, there were about 15–16 pensioners for every 100 people at working ages. Half a century later, there were 29 people aged older than 65 years for every 100 people aged 15–64 years. The German Federal Statistical Office\textsuperscript{17} projects another doubling of this index to about 60, half a century from now. Large increases in both number and proportion of elderly individuals are forthcoming not only in Germany but also in other European countries, Japan, the USA, and many other countries. Population ageing is a worldwide occurrence.

A reasonable strategy to cope with the economic implications of population ageing is to raise the typical age of retirement, and most governments are moving in this direction. Improvements in health and functioning along with shifting of employment from jobs that need strength to jobs needing knowledge imply that a rising proportion of people in their 60s and 70s are capable of contributing to the economy. Because many people in their 60s and 70s would prefer part-time work to full-time labour, an increase in jobs that need 15, 20, or 25 h of work per week seems likely. If part-time work becomes common for elderly people, then more opportunities for part-time work might open up for young people. If people in their 60s and early 70s worked much more than they do nowadays, then most people could work fewer hours per week than is currently common—if they worked correspondingly more years of their longer lives. The average amount of work per year of life could stay at about the same as it is at present.\textsuperscript{18}

The 20th century was a century of redistribution of income. The 21st century could be a century of redistribution of work. Redistribution would spread work more evenly across populations and over the ages of life. Individuals could combine work, education, leisure, and child-rearing in varying amounts at different ages. This vision is starting to receive some preliminary attention.\textsuperscript{19} Preliminary evidence suggests that shortened working weeks over extended working lives might further contribute to increases in life expectancy and health. Redistribution of work will, however, not be sufficient to meet the coming challenges. Even if the health of
individuals at any particular age improves, there could be an increased total burden if the number of individuals at that age rises sufficiently. Health care often needs service sector or family-member labour by individuals; this labour is not easily substituted by machines, although assistive technology is likely to reduce the need for personal care in high-income countries.19,35

Very long lives are not the distant privilege of remote future generations—very long lives are the probable destiny of most people alive now in developed countries (table I).2,3 Increasing numbers of people at old and very old ages will pose major challenges for health-care systems. Present evidence, however, suggests that people are not only living longer than they did previously, but also they are living longer, with less disability and fewer functional limitations.
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